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Welcome to Homelegance
World of Fine Home Furnishings

Your home not only reflects your desire to live in an environment that provides form and function but
also is a reflection of your personal style.
From the simple lines of contemporary furniture to the intricate carvings of traditional furniture, the
elegance of our products is expressed in the extensive variety of our product line.
We can think of no more exciting way to release this HOME catalog than to provide furniture which you
and your family can enjoy living with.
Homelegance is your whole home resource for the style you want, the value you deserve, the quality
you expect and the variety you require.

STYLE

From classical to modern furniture, we strive to offer the freshest and most functional
piece of furniture for every room in your home. With that in mind, our products are stylish
as they are timeless.

VALUE

The answer is simple, we won’t sell style without value, and we won’t sell value without
style. Each product is designed to provide the best value without scrificing its look and
appearance.

QUALITY

Every piece of our furniture is constructed by professionals with expertise, advanced
technologies, and innovative solutions to satisfy the needs and expectations of our
valued customers.

VARIETY

Our extensive product selection accommodates any lifestyle and any setting. As your
whole home resource, Homelegance offers design solutions for every room.

Product image (including colors, textures, materials, designs) and information (including dimension, specifications, SKU)
contained in this catalog are based on the latest image and information available at time of printing. Due to various factors,
product image and information are subject to change.

LENORE COLLECTION
Designed to serve as the focal point of your entertainment room, the Lenore Collection
will provide a functional and stylish platform to display your TV, decorative accents and
media consoles. Transitional accents such as bun feet, metal knob hardware and a rich
cherry finish lend to the classic look. A lighted bridge highlights the display shelf, each
providing support to join the two side unit bookcases. Glass and solid door storage, along
with the shelving of the bookcases, provides ample storage for your display accents.
H-1

8014-T
8014-L
8014-R
8014-B

58” TV Stand
Left Side Pier
Right Side Pier
Bridge with Light and Shelf

58 × 18.5 × 26H
17.5 × 12.75 × 75H
17.5 × 12.75 × 75H
74 × 14.75 × 2.5H

• Dimension as shown: 93 × 18.5 × 77.5H

INGLEWOOD COLLECTION
Sophistication merges with elegant lines and classic shapes in the Inglewood
Collection. Display shelves flank the unit while door storage on the base allows for
additional placement of your favorite entertainment items. The decorative cherry
veneer is bathed in a rich and deep cherry finish that flows beautifully over the
clean traditional design, giving an understated elegance for any casual entertaining
setting.

14020-12T
14020-12B

Entertainment Unit Top
66” TV Stand

66.5 × 14 × 49.5H
66.5 × 21 × 28H

• Dimension as shown: 66.5 × 21 × 77.5H

H-2

POLSON COLLECTION
Standing as a bold statement in your living room, the Polson Collection provides the perfect platform
for your media storage and display. Bookshelf storage rises from each side to flank the lower
television stand. The espresso finish is contrasted by the brushed satin nickel knobs that front the
ample storage drawers and doors. Scoring and use of double knobs give the illusion of additional
drawer storage. X-framing that is boldly featured on the side pier bookcases lends a trendy feel to
this functional media unit.
8019-T
8019-S

60” TV Stand
Side Pier

60 × 17 × 23.75H
22 × 17 × 78H

MILLWOOD COLLECTION
With a look that blends the transitional design element
of wood and accenting that lends to a modern traditional
aesthetic, the Millwood Collection will help to create
the ambiance that you are looking to achieve in your
entertainment room. The decorative metal base and framing
of the collection provide an industrial feel, lending to the
casual contrast of the distressed ash veneer of the shelving
and entertainment unit’s top.

50990-T
5099-16
5099-17

65” TV Stand
26”W Bookshelf
40”W Bookcase

65 × 20 × 23H
26 × 15 × 74.5H
40 × 18 × 72H

• Dimension as shown: 117 × 20 × 74.5H

• Dimension as shown: 104 × 17 × 78H
H-3

5099-17

H-4

3224N-17

DARIA COLLECTION
A continuous metal frame comprises the support system in the rustic Daria Collection. Each piece
features wood shelving, with hints of gray within the finish, lending distinct character. Bookcase
is offered in two widths, 26-inch and 40-inch wide, for the perfect placement in your home.

XARIA COLLECTION
Asymmetrically patterned for the most modern homes, light finished metal framing
provides complimenting accent to the wood veneer of the Xaria Collection. Modern
design is achieved in each piece with open-concept off-set display and clean lines.

3224N-05
3224N-16
3224N-17

4617-05
4617-12

50” TV Stand / Sofa Table
26”W Bookcase
40”W Bookcase

50 × 18 × 30H
26 × 15 × 74H
40 × 18 × 72H

60 × 17 × 28H
31.5 × 15.5 × 72H

• Dimension as shown: 123 × 17 × 72H

• Dimension as shown: 130 × 18 × 72H
H-5

TV Stand / Sofa Table
Etagere

3224N-16

4617-12

H-6

FAIRHOPE COLLECTION
Metal scroll-work lends a feminine touch to the side supports and
framing of the beautiful Fairhope Collection. The three display
shelves of this entertainment unit feature faux marble tops creating
a timeless look and elegant functionality.
35800-T

62” TV Stand / Sofa Table
with Faux Marble Top
62 × 18 × 28H

8079-T48

SLOAN COLLECTION
Fluted glass-fronted media storage and a warm espresso finish
on select hardwoods and birch veneer compliment the Sloan
Collection. Further accenting the collection are satin nickel door
pulls and side display shelving. Ready-To-Assemble construction.
8049-T

62” TV Stand

62 × 20 × 25H

8079-T58

SANTOS COLLECTION
The elements of Craftsman styling of industrial design and natural wood tones are blended to
achieve the unique look of the Santos Collection. The Craftsman design is enhanced by distressing
its solid rubberwood construction, which is covered in a natural brown finish highlighting the
wood grain texture finish. Open media storage and drawer storage enhance the function of the 47inch, 58-inch, and 68-inch entertainment consoles. Staple accenting on the table’s edge hints at a
rough-hewn industrial look that has been softened for your living room.
8079-T48
8079-T58
8079-T68

47” TV Stand
58” TV Stand
68” TV Stand

47.25 × 19.75 × 23.25H
58 × 19.75 × 21.25H
68 × 19.75 × 19.25H

• Solid wood top

H-7

8079-T68

H-8

CHEHALIS COLLECTION
With a design that is inspired by the traditional look of Craftsman
furniture, the Chehalis Collection features slate inlay on the
console front, and a brown cherry finish that enhances the ash
veneers of this well-appointed entertainment offering. At sixty
inches wide, the unit provides a significant platform for your
television. Door storage features prominently as does the open
media storage
35810-T60

60” TV Stand with Slate Décor
60 × 20 × 30H

FALLS COLLECTION
Ready-To-Assemble for your convenience, the Falls Collection
offers the functional storage that you require for your recreational
room. With transitional design elements, this TV stand features
glass fronted media storage, slate accent, triangular door pulls
and a brown cherry finish, making it the perfect choice for your
home.
8077-T

H-9

47.5” TV Stand with Slate Décor
47.5 × 17 × 33H

RUFUS COLLECTION
The transitional styling of the Rufus Collection is
exemplified with its X-segmented acacia veneers and
warm dark brown finish. The glass-fronted media
storage is flanked by faux doors revealing open
side storage compartments.
Ready-To-Assemble
construction.
8058-T

48” TV Stand

48 × 18 × 26H

PEPPERVILLE COLLECTION
Contemporary Pepperville Collection features fluted
paneling, glass front and side media storage. Available
in espresso finish on select hardwoods and birch veneer
with satin nickel hardware. Ready-To-Assemble
construction.
8046-T

48” TV Stand

48 × 20 × 26.5H

H-10

PIEDMONT COLLECTION
The classic transitional design and a warm brown
cherry finish compliment an array of home entertainment
spaces. The Piedmont Collection’s focal points are the concave
curved front display shelves and routed pilasters. Media
storage features glass-fronted doors for easy remote control
access. Ready-To-Assemble construction.

IAN LYNMAN COLLECTION
The Ian Lynman Collection is offered in a warm
cherry finish on select hardwoods and birch veneer
and transitional styling. Nickel hardware, glassfronted and side media storage further compliment
the look of the unit. Ready-To-Assemble construction.

8059-T

8047-T

62” TV Stand

62 × 20 × 26.5H

HAYDEN COLLECTION
Tucking neatly into the corner of your home entertainment
space, the casual styled Hayden Collection is featured in a
warm burnished oak finish on select hardwoods and birch
veneer. Complimented with glass-fronted media storage and
bronze finish door pulls. Ready-To-Assemble construction.
8048-T

H-11

62” TV Stand

62 × 20 × 24.5H

48” TV Stand

48 × 20 × 26.5H

CARLA COLLECTION
A cherry finish, glass doors and open media
storage are the focal points of the Carla
Collection. Additional side accessory storage
can be found behind the faux door panels on this
transitionally styled entertainment unit. ReadyTo-Assemble construction.
8060-T

60” TV Stand

60 × 18 × 30H

H-12

HATCHETT LAKE COLLECTION
With a hint of whimsy and a nod to lake house living, the Hatchett Lake
Collection will be the centerpiece of your living room. The functional bookcase
takes shape in the form of a boat, complete with lighting, glass display shelves
and door storage. A coordinating occasional offering is also available.
3522-12

H-13

Bookcase with Lighting

29 × 14.5 × 71H

FACTORY COLLECTION
Blending the look of vintage industrial with modern design is the Factory
Collection. Burnished rustic wood planks make up the desk top and features
wrought iron style metal framing that supports both the top and the wooden display
shelves. The continuous finished design makes this unit flexible for placement as a
freestanding piece. Matching bookcase and occasional tables are also available.
3228-12

Bookcase

3228-15
3228-12

Writing Desk
Bookcase

60 × 28 × 30H
26 × 15 × 74.5H

26 × 15 × 74.5H
3228-15

H-14

MILLWOOD COLLECTION
With a look that blends the transitional design element of wood and accenting that lends to
a modern traditional aesthetic, the Millwood Collection will help to create the ambiance
that you are looking to achieve in your home or office. The decorative metal base and
framing of the collection provides an industrial feel, lending to the casual contrast of the
distressed ash veneer of the shelving and handscraped weathered tops.
5099-15
5099-16
5099-17
H-15

Writing Desk
26”W Bookcase
40”W Bookcase

5099-22
5099-16
5099-17

Counter Height Writing Desk
26”W Bookcase
40”W Bookcase

60 × 28 × 36H
26 × 15 × 74.5H
40 × 18 × 72H

60 × 28 × 30H
26 × 15 × 74.5H
40 × 18 × 72H
5099-16

5099-17

H-16

5415RF-18
5415RF-16
5415RF-15

SEDLEY COLLECTION
Whether your home leans to transitional or contemporary design, the Sedley
Collection will be the perfect fit for your home office needs. From the
distinct walnut veneer pattern to the unique framing of the desk, bookcase
and file cabinet, each design component lends to placement in a variety
of office settings. The dark metal horizontal hardware and metal support
framing complements the finish of the group while providing distinct
contrast. Convenience factors include drawer storage, reversible return desk
for convenient placement within the space and open display shelves and
door storage of the bookshelf.

H-17

5415RF-15
5415RF-16
5415RF-17
5415RF-18
5415RFS

Writing Desk with Two Cabinets
Return Desk with One Cabinet, Reversible
Bookcase
File Cabinet
Side Chair

66 × 26 × 30H
71 × 24 × 30H
37.5 × 19.75 × 76H
26 × 20 × 30H
19.75 × 24 × 38.5H

LAVI COLLECTION
Mid-Century modern design is utilized to create a minimalistic look in the Lavi Collection.
Functional drawers are mounted below the desktop for easy access while the tapered legs
are reinforced by metal horizontal supports.

4519-15

Writing Desk

50 × 24 × 30H

H-18

TEMPE COLLECTION
With a scale appropriate for any number of smaller home office
spaces, dorms or bedrooms, the Tempe Collection will provide
the look and style you want in your home. The transitional feel
of the group comes from the richly hued faux marble desk top
and the minimalistic design of the accompanying dark brown
bi-cast vinyl desk chair.
2601-15

Writing Desk and Chair
Table: 48 × 23.75 × 30H
Chair: 17.5 × 20.5 × 37H

• Faux marble top

MADIGAN COLLECTION
At home in a dorm, bedroom or modestly scaled office space,
the Madigan Collection blends functional space with industrial
style. Dark metal framing supports the vinyl-wrap desk top
and shelves providing subtle contrast for maximum style
effect. A coordinating desk chair accompanies and features a
bi-cast vinyl seat that is supported by metal framing.
4514-15

H-19

DAILY COLLECTION
Providing the work space that you require,
the Daily Collection is a functional and welcome
addition to your everyday life. Offered in black
or white, the desk is designed to be at home in a
number of room decors, as well as being perfectly
scaled for apartments, dorms, home offices and
youth settings. Open display shelving along with the
desktop provides the right amount of space for your
productivity to rise.
4694BK-15

Writing Desk and Chair, Black
Table: 47.25 × 23.5 × 29.75H
Chair: 17.25 × 18 × 37H

4694WT-15

Writing Desk and Chair, White
Table: 47.25 × 23.5 × 29.75H
Chair: 17.25 × 18 × 37H

Writing Desk and Chair
Table: 42 × 24 × 30H
Chair: 17.5 × 21 × 38H

H-20

1386-10
1386-11
1386-11C

2119BK-15

H-21

Writing Desk Hutch
Writing Desk
Chair

Writing Desk

48 × 13 × 34H
50 × 24 × 30H
18 × 21 × 38H

46.5 × 23.5 × 30.25H

1386NC-10
1386NC-11
1386NC-11C

2119W-15

Writing Desk Hutch
Writing Desk
Chair

Writing Desk

48 × 13 × 34H
50 × 24 × 30H
18 × 21 × 38H

46.5 × 23.5 × 30.25H

B1422-14
B1422-15

1356BK-15

Writing Desk Hutch
Writing Desk

Writing Desk

47.5 × 13 × 46.5H
48 × 23.5 × 31H

46 × 24 × 30H

3501-15

Writing Desk with Three Drawers

1356W-15

Writing Desk

48 × 28 × 30.5H

46 × 24 × 30H

H-22

CABERNET COLLECTION
Created in the profile of a wine barrel the Cabernet wine refrigerator
will be the talk of your next gathering. The door of the unit opens
to reveal row upon row of wine storage racks ready for you to load
your favorite bottles. The lift top conveniently provides storage and
the controls that keep your favorite wine at the optimal temperature.
The dark oak finish complements the rustic look of this unique unit.
4520

Wine Barrel Refrigerator, Dark Oak
26 Dia × 38H

CHARDONNAY COLLECTION
Created in the profile of a wine barrel the Chardonnay wine refrigerator
will be the talk of your next gathering. The door of the unit opens to
reveal row upon row of wine storage racks ready for you to load your
favorite bottles. The lift top conveniently provides storage and the
controls that keep your favorite wine at the optimal temperature. The
dark cherry finish complements the rustic look of this unique unit.
4521

Wine Barrel Refrigerator, Dark Cherry
26 Dia × 38H

BAROLO COLLECTION
Minimalistic lines, combined with a soft rustic aesthetic and functional
appointments create the look of the Barolo Collection. Open display shelf,
wine bottle rack, discreet behind door cabinet and drop-door storage provide
ultimate functionality to your home’s kitchen, bar or recreation area. Black
metal framing flanks the natural rustic tone wood lending to the industrial look.
4517
H-23

Wine Cabinet

33.5 × 17 × 79H
H-24

DENHAM COLLECTION
Whether it is constraint of area or necessary for preparing
a large meal, the home cook can always use a little extra
functional space in the kitchen, and providing that function is the
Denham Collection. Offered in a black finish with contrasting
natural finish light solid wood top, the kitchen cart features
double door base storage cabinet, wide width drawer storage,
casters for ease of movement, open display storage, brushed
nickel knob hardware and side mounted towel rack.
4696BK-07

Kitchen Cart with Casters
29.5 × 17 × 34.5H

• Solid wood top
• Metal roller side glide
• Kitchen cart with casters for easy mobility

ARBOR COLLECTION
Whether it is constraint of area or necessary for preparing a large
meal, the home cook can always use a little extra functional
space in the kitchen, and providing that function is the Arbor
Collection. Offered in a gray finish with contrasting natural
finish light solid wood top, the kitchen cart features drawer
storage, base cabinet for waste sorting, casters for ease of
movement, side flanking rack storage, brushed nickel hardware
and side mounted towel rack.
4699GY-07

Kitchen Cart with Casters
28 × 17 × 34.5H

• Solid wood top
• Metal roller side glide
• Kitchen cart with casters for easy mobility

H-25

ZINNIA COLLECTION
Whether it is constraint of area or necessary
for preparing a large meal, the home cook can
always use a little extra functional space in the
kitchen and providing that function is the Zinnia
Collection. Offered in a gray finish with contrasting
natural finish light butcher block solid wood top,
the kitchen cart features door and drawer storage,
casters for ease of movement, lower level slat display
storage, brushed nickel knob hardware and side
mounted towel rack.
4698GY-07

Kitchen Cart with Casters
25 × 17 × 34.5H

• Solid wood top
• Metal roller side glide
• Kitchen cart with casters for easy mobility

KADY COLLECTION
Whether it is constraint of area or necessary
for preparing a large meal, the home cook can
always use a little extra functional space in the
kitchen and providing that function is the Kady
Collection. Offered in a white finish with a
contrasting natural finish light solid wood top, the
kitchen cart features drawer and door storage, casters
for ease of movement, open display storage, brushed
nickel knob hardware and side-mounted towel rack.
4695WT-07

Kitchen Cart with Casters
21 × 17 × 34.5H

• Solid wood top
• Metal roller side glide
• Kitchen cart with casters for easy mobility

H-26

CANELA COLLECTION
Whether it is constraint of area or necessary for preparing a large meal,
the home cook can always use a little extra functional space in the
kitchen and providing that function is the Canela Collection. Offered
in a cream finish with contrasting espresso finish solid wood top, the
kitchen cart features door and drawer storage, wine rack, drop side
expandable top, wine rack, casters for ease of movement, open display
storage, brushed nickel knob hardware and side mounted towel rack.
4697CM-07

Kitchen Cart with Drop Leaf and Casters
30.5 - 41.5 × 17 × 34.5H
Drop Leaf: 11.75”

• Solid wood top
• Metal roller side glide
• Kitchen cart with casters for easy mobility

6403

6412

YARA COLLECTION
Providing extra seating in your casual dining space, the Yara is a
modern take on the classic barstool. Intersecting circles stack one
upon the other to create eye-catching style and serve as the base to
support the gray fabric seat. The accent barstools are offered in 19.5inch and 28-inch heights to meet the requirements for your space.
4508-PH
4508-SH

Pub Height Stool
Regular Height Stool

6414

6409

14.5 Dia × 28H
14.5 Dia × 19.5H

AMARA COLLECTION
Fun, funky and functional, the Amara Collection will provide your home with interesting conversation pieces and a
look that is as unique as you are. With the turn of a crank, the adjustable table (6414) can be raised or lowered to suit
your individual needs. Black iron is complimented by the bold red and white hued design of the “Atellier Loft” print
that appears on the dining tabletop and carries its theme to the caster supported cocktail table (6409) – paired with
our tractor seat adjustable iron barstool (6412), you will have created the creative focal point for your dining space.
6409
6414
6412
6403
6472

Iron Cocktail Table with Wheels
Iron Lift-Top Table
Iron Barstool, Adjustable Height
6-Drawer Chest with Casters
Iron Lift-Top Table, Solid Wood Top

35 × 35 × 18H
34 Dia × 32 - 43H
17 × 15 × 30 - 35H
27 × 19 × 40H
24 Dia × 20 - 26H

• Cocktail table and 6-drawer chest with casters for easy mobility
H-27

6472
H-28

NOURA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. It offers flexible lighting
solution: a floor lamp with a main light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and
to create the mood in any room.
H11760

Floor Lamp

16 × 10.5 × 58H

Super deluxe solid wood hall tree with umbrella rack.

5333C

5333A

5333N

5333C
5333A
5333N

Cherry Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack
Oak Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack
Natural Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack

75H
75H
75H

LAMBART COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish
metal and glass, and an elegant glass lamp shade. It offers flexible lighting solution: a floor
lamp with a main light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the
mood in any room.
H11765

Deluxe solid wood hall tree with umbrella rack.
5322A
5322N
5322C
5322A
H-29

5322N

Oak Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack
Natural Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack
Cherry Finish Hall Tree and Umbrella Rack

Floor Lamp

18 Dia × 72H

72H
72H
72H

5322C
H-30

LENCI COLLECTION
The metal saturn three orbs accent light gravity defying design features three aluminum wraped
sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully
crafted using high quality satin nickel finish metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night
stand, end table, or sofa table. Great accent lighting table lamp that can enhance the surrounding
ambiance, perfect for a night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room.
H11296

Table Lamp

KIRAN COLLECTION
The floating orbital orbs accent lighting table lamp gravity defying design features three
aluminum wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, arranged in orbital order on an elegant
curved stand, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully crafted using high
quality satin nickel finish metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night stand, end table, or
sofa table. Great accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect for a night
light, or a mood light to brighten up any room.

10 × 9 × 28H

H11302

Table Lamp

10 × 8 × 30H

DIYA COLLECTION
The metal saturn three orbs accent light gravity defying design features three aluminum
wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is
beautifully crafted using high quality satin nickel finish metal. Great accent lighting floor
lamp that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect for a night light, or a mood light to
brighten up any room.

INARA COLLECTION
The floating orbital orbs accent lighting floor lamp gravity defying design features five aluminum
wraped sparkling orbs suspended mid-air, arranged in orbital order on an elegant curved stand,
illuminating warm white light rays. The piece is beautifully crafted using high quality satin
nickel finish metal. Great accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding ambiance, perfect
for a night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room.

H11297

H11303

H-31

Floor Lamp

13 × 11 × 65H

Floor Lamp

14.5 × 11 × 61H

H-32

JAIR COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, end
table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

LENORA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality copper chromium finish
metal and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand,
end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H10130

H13475

Table Lamp

15 Dia × 28H

Table Lamp

LUCIAN COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant circular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, end
table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

ETSU COLLECTION
The floating orb accent light gravity defying design features an aluminum wraped sparkling orb
suspended mid-air, illuminating warm white light rays. The piece comes with sophisticated
crescent shaped column stand that is beautifully crafted using high quality satin nickel finish
metal. Remarkable addition piece on your night stand, end table, or sofa table. Great accent
lighting table lamp that can enhance the ambiance of any room, perfect for a night light, or a
mood light to brighten up any room.

H11761

H13441

H-33

Table Lamp

15 Dia × 28H

Table Lamp

15 Dia × 30H

13 × 8 × 26H

H-34

LUCCA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality white finish wood and
glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand, end
table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

ELAN COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade. Great addition piece on your night stand,
end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main light that is
suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H10125

H10128

Table Lamp

16 × 10.5 × 27H

Table Lamp

AURA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. Great addition piece on your
night stand, end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main
light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

JALEN COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Beautifully crafted stand features high quality satin nickel finish metal
and glass, and an elegant rectangular lamp shade on black base. Great addition piece on your
night stand, end table, or sofa table. It offers flexible lighting solution: a table lamp with a main
light that is suitable for reading, perfect for a night light, and to create the mood in any room.

H10081

H11759

H-35

Table Lamp

16 × 10.5 × 27H

Table Lamp

14 × 10 × 28H

16 × 10.5 × 29H

H-36

TEJAS COLLECTION
Modern design wall decorative infinity mirror features high quality wooden black
frame design. When lights turned-off, it can be used as a wall decorative mirror,
and when LED lights turned on, it illuminates 3 dimensional effects infinity
mirrors. Great addition piece to enhance the surrounding ambiance; perfect for a
night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room, and hallway.
H10829

Wall Lamp, LED

24 × 2 × 24H

ANNALINA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design
showcases sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to
simulate the soothing dancing water motion. Elegantly crafted stand features high
quality metal and glass that comes in satin nickel finish. Great addition piece on
your night stand, end table, or sofa table to create the mood in any room.
H10076

ELEENA COLLECTION
This accent lighting can change the ambiance of any room. Its ultra modern design showcases
sparkling decorative mood light, with tiny rippling water-droplets to simulate the soothing
dancing water motion. Elegantly crafted stand features high quality metal and glass that
comes in black finish. Great addition piece on your night stand, end table, or sofa table to
create the mood in any room.
H11762

H-37

Table Lamp

9.5 × 7 × 30.5H

Table Lamp

9.5 × 6 × 30H

NELEH COLLECTION
Ultra modern design accent lighting table lamp features polyresin silver orb
ball intertwining curved LED lights infinity mirror that sits on elegantly
crafted black pedestal. Great addition piece on your night stand, end table,
or sofa table. Remarkable accent lighting that can enhance the surrounding
ambiance; perfect for a night light, or a mood light to brighten up any room.
H19743

Table Lamp, LED

14.5 × 6 × 20H

H-38

BINGSLEY COLLECTION
Danish mid-century modern design is infused in the style
platform of the Bingsley Collection decorative ottoman bench
that also served as additional seating. Wood framing features
the expected delicate tapering of the legs classic to this style
and provides an elegant contrast to the dark gray tone of the
button-tufted fabric seat.
4692-13

Bench

51 × 17.75 × 17.5H

SEDLEY COLLECTION
Whether your home leans to transitional or contemporary
design, the Sedley Collection will be the perfect accent for
your home. From the distinct walnut veneer pattern – with
walnut finish - to the unique cut-away design, each design
component of the storage bench lends to placement in a variety
of spaces. The seat lifts to reveal ample storage space. The
dark brown tone of the padded fabric seat compliments the
finish of the group. The Sedley Collection is also available in
bedroom, dining, occasional and home office.
5415RF-FBH

H-39

Bench

RORY COLLECTION
In looking for an accent piece for your home, your
desire style and functionality – the Rory Collection
delivers on both counts. Offered in black bonded
leather and gray linen fabric this decorative bench
features button tufting and a continuous X-frame
design. The padded seat, along with a clean design,
provides the perfect spot for a moments rest.
4605GY

X-Base Bench, Gray Linen
48 × 16.5 × 18H

4605BK

X-Base Bench, Black Bonded
Leather
48 × 16.5 × 18H

51 × 17.75 × 20H

H-40

DESTRY COLLECTION
With a base that lends to a modern look and seat that has
design roots that lean towards a more traditional styling, the
Destry Collection will be a versatile choice for your home.
The continuous frame of the black metal base supports the
button tufted fabric seat. Offered in dark gray and beige for
the perfect pairing to your home décor.
4507-F1

Bench, Beige

4507-F2

Bench, Dark Gray

46.5 × 20.5 × 18H

46.5 × 20.5 × 18H

NESTOR COLLECTION
Mottled coloring provides realistic enhancement
to the alligator embossed bi-cast vinyl seat of the
Nestor Collection. Supported by a chrome base,
this modern accent bench is a glamorous addition
to your home’s décor.
4506PU

46 × 20.5 × 19H

QIRIN COLLECTION
Designed with a traditional touch and a nod
towards modern classicism, the Qirin Collection
accent bench is a gorgeous option for your home. A
sturdy metal frame design is supported with subtle
distressed white finish covers the turned legs and is
elegantly accented by the bluish gray, button-tufted
seat.
4502FA

H-41

Bench

Bench

55.25 × 17 × 21H

H-42

ELISTA COLLECTION
Modern styling combined with the look of tailored menswear
creates a uniquely appointed accent for your home in the
Elista Collection. Dark gray tweed fabric is interwoven to
create eye-catching drama on the available bench and stool.
The collection also features a coordinating bed.
5873N-BH

Bench

49.5 × 20 × 18.5H

4510BUE

4510MTD
5873N-ST

Ottoman

21.5 × 21.5 × 19.25H

4510BRW

4510RED

KENNELLY COLLECTION
Opening to reveal additional seating, the Kennelly Collection is a
fun and functional accent for your home. The larger nesting accent
ottoman provides additional storage when the smaller ottoman
is removed. Offered in brown, blue, mustard and red, the larger
ottoman is encircled by high-polish nail head accenting for added
stylistic drama.
H-43

4510BRW

2-Piece Storage Ottoman Set, Brown

4510BUE

2-Piece Storage Ottoman Set, Blue

4510MTD

2-Piece Storage Ottoman Set, Mustard

4510RED

2-Piece Storage Ottoman Set, Red

Big:
Small:
Big:
Small:
Big:
Small:
Big:
Small:

21 × 23.75 × 19.75H
17 × 15 × 15.5H
21 × 23.75 × 19.75H
17 × 15 × 15.5H
21 × 23.75 × 19.75H
17 × 15 × 15.5H
21 × 23.75 × 19.75H
17 × 15 × 15.5H
H-44

RECIFE COLLECTION
From the boudoir to the parlor, the Recife
Collection adds a touch of glamour anywhere it
goes. This fully upholstered accent ottoman is
offered in the chic hues of indigo, beige, and dark
gray – all featuring nail head accent that trims the
profile of the seat base and X-leg supports.
4690-F2
4690-F3
4500-F1

4690-F4

Ottoman, Beige
21.75 × 21.75 × 20.25H
Ottoman, Indigo
21.75 × 21.75 × 20.25H
Ottoman, Dark Gray
21.75 × 21.75 × 20.25H

4500-F2
LADD COLLECTION
Bi-cast vinyl storage cube ottoman opens to reveal
a smaller ottoman inside. Available in green, red,
orange, black, brown, blue and white.
4723BK
4723BL
4723BR
4500-F3

CLEO COLLECTION
Providing a stylish accent for your home décor is the Cleo Collection. Round,
with a removable lid that features button tufted accenting, and supported by
slightly flared legs, this small accent piece makes a big statement whether you’re
using it for additional seating, as a footstool or storage piece. The ottoman is
offered in three versatile, trend-forward colors – yellow print, blue and beige.

H-45

4723GR

4500-F1
4500-F2
4500-F3

Storage Ottoman, Blue
Storage Ottoman, Beige
Storage Ottoman, Yellow Print

20 Dia × 17H
20 Dia × 17H
20 Dia × 17H

4723RD
4723RN
4723WT

Storage Cube Ottoman,
Black Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
Blue Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
Brown Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
Green Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
Red Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
Orange Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H
Storage Cube Ottoman,
White Bi-Cast Vinyl
17 × 17 × 17.5H

H-46

TALA COLLECTION
A bold statement for any room the Tala Collection provides
function and style for your living space. Offered in dark
blue and brown, each piece is boldly accented with a white
quatrefoil pattern. The attached lift top allows for discrete
storage space within your home.
4501-F1

4501-F2

H-47

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman, Blue
36 × 26 × 19.5H

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman, Brown
36 × 26 × 19.5H

CLAIR COLLECTION
As in many homes, the need for functional
storage is great. The Clair Collection offers
not only the function of storage, but seating as
well. The unit is covered in a rich chocolate
corduroy, leopard print, or floral fabric and is also
available in dark brown, red, taupe or purple bi-cast
vinyl that features baseball stitching.
471FA-1S

471LP

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Floral
43 × 17 × 18H

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Leopard
43 × 17 × 18H

H-48

CLAIR COLLECTION
As in many homes, the need for functional storage is
great. The Clair Collection offers not only the function of
storage, but seating as well. The unit is covered in a rich
chocolate corduroy, leopard print, or floral fabric and is also
available in dark brown, red, taupe or purple bi-cast vinyl
that features baseball stitching.

H-49

471NF

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Chocolate
43 × 17 × 18H

471PU

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Dark Brown
43 × 17 × 18H

CLAIR COLLECTION
As in many homes, the need for functional
storage is great. The Clair Collection offers
not only the function of storage, but seating as
well. The unit is covered in a rich chocolate
corduroy, leopard print, or floral fabric and is
also available in dark brown, red, taupe or purple
bi-cast vinyl that features baseball stitching.
471TPE

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Taupe
43 × 17 × 18H

471RED

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Red
43 × 17 × 18H

H-50

CLAIR COLLECTION
As in many homes, the need for functional storage is
great. The Clair Collection offers not only the function of
storage, but seating as well. The unit is covered in a rich
chocolate corduroy, leopard print, or floral fabric and is also
available in dark brown, red, taupe or purple bi-cast vinyl that
features baseball stitching.

REVERIE COLLECTION
Adding a touch of glamour to your home is the
Reverie Collection. Black bi-cast vinyl covers
this stylish ottoman. The attached top opens to
reveal ample storage space. Polished nailhead
accent trim encircles the base of the unit,
providing a sophisticated touch.

471PPE

4602PU

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Purple
43 × 17 × 18H

STAUNTON COLLECTION
Transitionally styled to accent a number of home decors and
covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl, the Staunton Collection
provides the additional storage and seating space that your
home requires. Metal riveted accents grace each corner of
the unit and wood legs provide support. The lift-top of the
ottoman opens to reveal storage space.
4742PU

Lift-Top Storage Bench
43.75 × 18.75 × 20.75H

WICHFIELD COLLECTION
The Wichfield Collection provides a multifunctional option for your casual living space.
Utilized as seating, storage ottoman or cocktail
table, the unit’s lift-top function opens to
reveal modest storage space, while the padded
dark brown bi-cast vinyl-covered top provides
comfort in those times that additional seating
space is needed. Further enhancing the function
of this piece is the wood display shelf that is
finished in warm brown cherry.
4611PU

H-51

Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.75 × 16.75 × 18.25H

Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.75 × 17.5 × 20H

H-52

AFTON COLLECTION
Providing stylish storage space in your home is
the Afton Collection. The button-tufted lifttop storage ottoman is offered in a cream fabric
and bi-cast vinyl options in dark brown, purple, red
and taupe. Turned legs support this lovely accent
piece.
4730PPE

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Purple
42 × 17 × 19H

4730RED Lift-Top Storage Bench, Red
42 × 17 × 19H

4730PU

AFTON COLLECTION
Providing stylish storage space in your home is the Afton Collection. The buttontufted lift-top storage ottoman is offered in a cream fabric and bi-cast vinyl options
in dark brown, purple, red and taupe. Turned legs support this lovely accent piece.
4730PU
4730NF

H-53

Lift-Top Storage Bench
Lift-Top Storage Bench, Fabric

42 × 17 × 19H
42 × 17 × 19H

4730NF

H-54

AFTON COLLECTION
Providing stylish storage space in your home is the Afton
Collection. The button-tufted lift-top storage ottoman
is offered in a cream fabric and bi-cast vinyl options in dark
brown, purple, red and taupe. Turned legs support this lovely
accent piece.
4730TPE

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Taupe
42 × 17 × 19H

COLUSA COLLECTION
Additional storage space is always welcome in any home. The
Colusa Collection will provide you with the extra room you
need to store your personal items. Covered in a neutral gray
fabric, this transitionally designed ottoman will place perfectly
in a number of home decors. Button tufting lends a stylish touch
to the piece.
4741FA

H-55

FEDORA COLLECTION
Providing a stylish and function addition to your home
is the Fedora Collection. Designed for placement in
a number of settings the top opens to reveal ample
storage for your personal items. The ottoman is
offered in the neutral tones of gray or brown for further
decorative flexibility.
4614-F1

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Brown
43 × 18 × 18.75H

4614-F3

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Gray
43 × 18 × 18.75H

Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.5 × 19 × 18.75H

H-56

BLASEY COLLECTION
Convenient, stylish storage space will be added to your
home with the dark brown bi-cast vinyl upholstered Blasey
Collection. When turned over, the comfortable ottoman
bench seating reveals a functional service tray and removable
seating cubes.
4738PU

H-57

Storage Bench
with Two Ottomans
45 × 17 × 18H

VEGA COLLECTION
The cocktail ottoman with storage trunk of the
Vega Collection offers an inventive way to store
your assorted odds and ends out of the way but still
within reach. The fully upholstered ottomans feature
removable tops that open up to a finished interior
perfect for storage while the removable top also
functions as a tray.
458B-PU

Storage Cocktail Ottoman
48 × 25 × 19H

CLAIRE COLLECTION
This functional two-seat storage ottoman reverses to reveal
two individual serving trays and two cleverly stored stools.
Covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl.

CLAIRE COLLECTION
Functional cocktail ottoman features seating that
reverses to reveal four individual serving trays and
four cleverly stored stools.

469PU

470PU

Storage Bench

35 × 17.5 × 17.5H

Storage Cocktail Ottoman
38 × 38 × 20H

H-58

VEGA COLLECTION
The cocktail ottoman with storage trunk of the Vega Collection
offers an inventive way to store your assorted odds and ends out
of the way but still within reach. The fully upholstered ottomans
feature removable tops that open up to a finished interior perfect
for storage while the removable top also functions as a tray.
459B-PU

Storage Cocktail Ottoman
42 × 42 × 19H

468MC

KAITLYN COLLECTION
Functional cocktail ottoman with casters features storage and
seating that reverse to reveal up to four individual serving trays.
468CP

Cocktail Ottoman With Casters,
Chocolate Textured Plush Microfiber
36 × 36 × 17H

468PU

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

KAITLYN COLLECTION
Functional cocktail ottoman with casters features storage and seating that reverse to reveal up to four
individual serving trays.
468MC
468PU

Cocktail Ottoman with Casters, Mocha Rhino Microfiber
Cocktail Ottoman with Casters, Dark Brown Bi-Cast Vinyl

36 × 36 × 17H
36 × 36 × 17H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

H-59

H-60

FLEMING COLLECTION
Moving through your living space with the greatest of ease is
the Fleming Collection. Situated on casters, the multi-functional
ottoman features display storage and defined quad seating that,
when turned over, can be used as serving trays.
4732PU

Cocktail Ottoman
with Flip Trays on Casters
36.25 × 36.25 × 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

SYNERGY COLLECTION
The need for additional storage space in your modern home will
be met with the Synergy Collection. The two segments of this
ottoman serve equally as storage space, yet two different functional
tops define each of their roles. With the first section, an airlift
mechanism lifts the seat to reveal storage below. The second
section is a fully extended lift top that not only reveals storage
space, but will bring the seat top towards you for those times when
you need an extra table surface. This padded ottoman is covered in
dark brown bi-cast vinyl with white contrast stitching.
4727PU

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman
42 × 42 × 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

H-61

BAINE COLLECTION
Providing a multifunctional addition to your casual
living space is the Baine Collection. Contemporary
in styling, this lift-top ottoman features lower drawer
storage and black bi-cast vinyl covering with contrast
stitching.
4503PU

Lift-Top Cocktail Table with
Two Functional Drawers on Casters
47.5 × 25 × 18H

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility

ROWLEY COLLECTION
Interactive, stylish and just plain fun, the Rowley
Collection provides a multifunctional table for your
living space. The hydraulic gas lift of the metal table
base easily ascends with the push of a button to take the
table from cocktail height to dining level. Accompanied
by four storage ottomans that act as dining chairs, this
versatile group is the perfect option for those looking
for additional space as well as style.
3217PU
3217PUS

Gas Lift Table
36 Dia × 20.5 - 30H
4-Piece Pack
16.25 × 16.25 × 17.5H
Ottomans with Storage

• Sold in 5pc set only (1 table with 4 ottomans)

H-62

TEMPTATION COLLECTION
Modern classic styling paired with glamorous elements creates
a unique addition to your house in the Temptation Collection.
The ottoman in steel blue quatrefoil pattern is accented with
oversized nailheads.

RADLEY COLLECTION
Refined for placement in the most traditional of homes, yet
inviting enough for more casual settings, the turned legs
ottoman of Radley Collection will be a statement to your
preference for classic style.

8337FA-4

8324-4

Ottoman

46 × 23.5 × 19H

GOWAN COLLECTION
Presenting the Gowan Collection, the ottoman framing
is accented with bold nailhead and covered in geometric floral
pattern fabric.
8477-4

Ottoman

37 × 28 × 20H

ALAMOSA COLLECTION
Transitionally styled for your home is the Alamosa Collection.
Unfettered design allows for placement in a number of casual
living room settings. The ottoman features diamond patterned
fabric.
8335-4

H-63

Ottoman

38 × 38 × 19.25H

Ottoman

36.25 × 36.25 × 18.25H
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